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NEXT-GENERATION INFORMATICS

A New Picture
of Quality Medicine
By Edward Lowenstein, MD, & David Greenberg

restore a pers~nal connection to' patients. These bem~fits. become .
NORMAN ROCKWELL NEVER :Pf\INTID A Plc::TURE OF:
paiticularly important as practices expand and network; informaa personal computer, but perhaps he should have.
tion
systems can provide a "virtual" continuity of care that might
In 1929, Rockwell summed up the way Ame~icans looked
otheiwise be jeopardized.
at physicians in a famous illustration for
Reaping these benefits, however,
the Saturday Evening Post. The picture
means
choosing a "next generation"
shows a kindly pediatrician auscultating
information
system-one that is not
a girl's doll with an old-fashioned
confined
to
billing
and claims, or an
stethoscope. A saccharine image today,
electronic
patient
record.
It's up to the
perhaps-but one that captured the wisphysician
executive
to
make
an
dom, wit, and warmth of the era's famiinformed
choice:
Look
for
systems
that
ly doctor.
truly
integrate
(not
merely
interface)
In the age of managed care, many
managed care components, clinical
people believe these virtues-like the
capabilities,
.and other features in a
Post-are extinct. Medical informatics,
model
that
mimics
the work.flow of an
the lifeblood of cost-efficiency, has
actual
practice.
Take
the time to learn
come to symbolize the demise of '·quali(not merely interface) managed care-;_:: .,
about
the
technology.
Consider how a
ty." Critics claim the patient has been
components, clinical capabilities, and ··
vendor's
product
will
work
at every
reduced to a Social Security number and
other features in a model that mimics
point
within
your
organization.
a CPT-4 code.
In our experience developing an
You can hardly blame them. Early
information
system for the Orlando
information systems for physicians conHealth
Care
Group and other multi-site
centrated on billing and insurance
physician
practices,
the following have
claims. Clinical information systems
e~erged
as
critical
features
that physirevolved around the all-encompassing
cian
executives
should
consider
in their
electronic patient record-a laudable
decision-making.
goal, but one that has done little so far
to enhance patients' health. No wonder
I. Integrated registration
the public and much of the medical community are skeptical about the
An information system should capture
potential of informatics for improving the quality of care.
relevant demographic and eligibility information about each
However, medical informatics today mean that cost-effipatient, and distribute this data to other application compociency and high-qu;ility medicine ;11·e not mutualh c·\clusin.·.
nents for users who rec1uire it. For the practice, integrated rcgAs rhysicians consiclei· inform;1tion systems that \\·ill l1elr
istr;1tion recluces the ch;1nce of multiple chaits, and the consethem meet the demands of managed care, they should not
quent clanger of inaccurate or incomplete information. For
lose sight of .this fact. Many of the software features designed
patients, integrated registration means better customer serto help rhysicians orerate more cost-effectively ,.._ill also help
\'ice-for examrle, quicker intake at the front desk and quickthem practice better rneclicine, reduce rn;ilr1·;1ctice risk. and
er check-out at the cashier.
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2. Problem-oriented medical record
Problem-oriented systems link and display notes, diagnoses, ancl results of
tes~. pronx lures, and therapies associated with a patient's specific health problem. These systems
allow physicians and
other clinicians to easily assess the patient's
progress and course of
treaunent across an
entire episode of care.
As practices grow larger and more patients
are seen by interdisciplinary clinical teams,
this perspective is
becoming essential to
high-quality medicine.

3. Clinical templates.
Clinical templates serve
as quality control
checks, ensuring that
physicians and their
staffs don't overlook
important subjective
and objective data
when presented with a
specific illness. Often,
the templates take the
form of an embedded
prompt or a dialogue
box. Unlike an electronic record, templatebased systems are
interactive, stepping
physicians through
questions that may help
verify a diagnosis-and
reduce the risk of error.

tests, and preventive procedures. An
information system should help a
provider organization's staff thin k :1heacl
by provicling proactive cues to scheclule
health maintenance.

for a n appointment, the information
system might include a "pop-up" window that im mediately informs the
phys icia n th;![ ;1 new guicl eline exists.
The s yste m ,vmdcl wa lk the phys ic ian
th rough the recommendations, and a
new or revised
clinical template
for managing the
patient. By quickly
being able to
change the way a
large number of
physicians practice,
the group is more
responsive to
patients, and can
better begin monitoring outcomes of
. the new. protocol. ·
These information
· systems should be
"table-driven,"
allowing new rules
for treatment to be
easily embedded
into the clinical
templates.

7. Messaging

Internal communication is critical in
today's large physician practices.
However, given
their increasing
complexity, they
require more than
The criteria a physician executive must consider
stand-alone e-mail
are not the bells and whistles, but whether a system
systems. Practices
allows an individual practice to perform better medicine.
should choose information systems that
4. Clinical alerts
seamlessly integrate messaging with
6. Disease management cues
Think of these as electronic "sticky .
other interactive applications so that the
notes:" online reminders that folio,;;,,· a
message content facilita tes day-to-day
As new protocols are developed for
patient throughout the practice. As
work processes. For example, with a
the treatme nt of chronic disease across
patients pass from one provider to •
next-generation system, a physic\an __
· an entire population, information sysanother, these alerts ensure that essen-. :
tems -s hmik.n'>e ·aole to :help integrate . · might review a lab test by clicking a
tial information, such as notes on drug
these protocols into day-to-day patient
mouse, attaching the data to a progress
allergies or contraindications, is immedicare . For example, suppose an acadenote tha t is the n sent to a colleague,
ately presented.
mic soc iL·t,· devl'lo11ecl new rL'COl11 ·
;1ml then "dragging and clropping" the
111<.:ndat ions for drug therapy and 1;11)
result into :1 nurse's in-h;1sket with
5. Health maintenance cues
,.vork in tre;tti ng ulcer clisease. A large,
instructions for contacting the patient.
rnult i-spec i;tlty practice aclopts the
lkmemher that next-generation fea Rockwell's physician knew his patierns
tures like these should su pport you r
and cou ld anticip:1tc their needs. But he
guide lines. hut how does it get the
word o ut to a ll it:,; physici;1ns' One
pr;1ctice, not the other w;1y around. If
clidn't have to contend with toclay·s
:1nswer: Wh en a n ulcer p;1tient arrives
you ;1nd you r sta ff have to significmtly
comple x schedules of immunizations,
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alter the way you work in order co take
advantage of the latest software package, something's wrong. Ultimately, the
c ritt= ria a phys ician executive must con~iJ<=r are not the bells ~ind whistll:~, but
whether a system allows an individual
practice co perform better medicine. •
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hysician executives will
find it necessary to reinvent
themselves and locate new
opportunities in a health care
field that is under constant
change. The race in all this will
go to the swift and the flexible-those who can anticipate
changes in the structure and
hiring needs of the health
care field and respond to
them aggressively. In this
new book and audio tape,
Barbara Linney, the
American College of
Physician Executives'
Director of Career
Development, provides a
shopping list of techniques for prospering
in this challenging health care environment.
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Life/Work planning as a source of energy
Planning for change
Preparing yourself to become a physician executive.
Leaming communication skills.
The nature and value of networking.
Writing a powerful resume.
Successful interviewing.
Negotiating your salary.
What to do when you're fired.
Reducing the pain of the job search.
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Prices: $40.00 for ACPE members
$48.00 for nonmembers
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